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About This Game

Journey through the incredible Amazon Rainforest in this interactive eco-tour of the world’s most famous jungle river. You will
explore a lush environment teeming with unique Amazon wildlife, while using the camera on your eco-tablet to capture the most

captivating encounters to relive afterwards.
Highlights include:

Parachute down to your campsite, taking in breathtaking views of the Amazon Rainforest canopy from thousands of feet
above.

Under dense forest growth, surrounded by inquisitive jungle creatures, you will build a fire to stay warm as rain pours
from the sky and day transitions to night.

Navigate a boat down an Amazonian river and take a moment to feed the piranha and sneak glimpses of panthers, gators
and the elusive pink Amazon dolphins.

Control a paraglider over awe-inspiring cataracts formed by centuries of erosion from some of the tallest waterfalls in
the world.

Experience the Amazon Rainforest up close and personal in the comfort of your virtual reality headset. You will learn facts
about more than a dozen animal species living on the land, flying in the air and swimming in the water. Just don’t forget to bring
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your mosquito repellent!
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Title: Amazon Odyssey
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Heavy Iron Studios
Publisher:
Vive Studios
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: CPU: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

English
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Dear Penny,

I remember when we first met. I was a plucky gamer playing games and you were a game on discount waiting to get played. It
was your pixelated graphics radiating Greek mythos, and your "ride or die" attitude that put you right on the top my wishlist. But
when I was with you, it was like you were far away, on another planet, a specter: unbeholden to gravity or friction. (Maybe that
is just you; moving in your own way to your own sweet soundtrack.) I thought the distance I felt would give me the freedom to
be me, but I constantly felt smothered by your myopic gaze. I could never tell if you were scrutinizing me or just holding me
back from seeing the big picture \u2013it was fun Penny, but this isn\u2019t love.

Burgerslave
6\/10. IT'S AMAZING, WE'VE WAITED FOR 4 YEARS BUT LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE GOT EM!. This game
could be much more, I love sci-fi VN, there isn't exactly a lot of them out there, but... It is too short, the "sneaky-beaky" parts
are repetetive and, frankly, boring, and the VN part... Well, there isn't any VN. It is basically a simplistic stealth game with in-
between cutscenes. You have NO options to alter the plot whatsoever, even failing the stealth puzzles doesn't do anything but
restart the puzzle. Even the straightest of VNs that I played offered at least two plot choice moments. And the plot itself... Well,
as I said before, this game is incredibly short, thus plot is very rushed and cramped together and, well, filled with cliches. More
near the end characters feels more and more acting in certain ways not because they would do so, but because the plot demands
it from them. The entire finale make me think of only one thing, "What the hell, what are you doing, this isn't making ANY
sense!"

If Devs read this, I'm sorry for being so honest)
This still have potential to be a great game, as premise is, while not original, still interesting and not done before.
Make it longer, make characters be fleshed out more, make the player able to affect the story, like any true VN should... Cut out
voice acting if it is the reason this is so short, and make at least several stealth-levels, not just one the same.. Edit: I am a bit
overly negative in this, but the PC port sucks. I can't recommend something that works so poorly. About the facial animations,
it's not a fact that they look bad it's just what I think. If you don't mind potentially having to go through hoops to get the game to
work, then purchase it.

The game's broken for the majority of people who have it. Don't buy it unless you won't mind jumping through hoops to get it
to even open. Also the game is locked at 30fps, don't try to change it. If you do the facial animations get all messed up, even
though they look pretty bad in the first place.. Looks good in some of the weapons such as the M8A1, the Ballista, the MTAR.
However you can't see anything neither trough the red dot sight nor trough the agog sight. But still like it.... I've actually played
this game on mobile, and I've been addicted to it, now that I've it on PC, I can take the game one step further, since I actually
ended up breaking my phone. Rip Touchscreen. You'll not be missed. But seriously, I reccomend this game! It's easy to start,
and just as easy to finish without paying for anything! Especially with no paywalls, I love the game so much.
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BIOS is a game where the idea is to go fast. While there are a few obstacles that can be punishing at times, the level design is
amazing. Stike is a gamemode with a path with turrets and AI controlled robots scattered around. It Anomaly (Zombies) is an
amazing mode that offers a new challenge forcing players to either dodge or kill dozens of zombies. It is a game where you must
decide to take it slow making sure the way is clear, or go guns blazing into the open hoping you arent killed. A very fun game
and I would recommend to anyone thinking of getting it.. what a waste of money, non stop bullies every time i tried to build
anything ( no one around for ages might i add ) these 2 people just kept destroying my stuff. refund please :(.
This♥♥♥♥♥♥makes me wanna play Undertale again... oh and my eyes are ♥♥♥♥ed. 10/10 dont play this.

EDIT: I dont need to play this anymore http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1229249542. This DLC adds a
numbers of, as the store blurb mentions, "Fates" that modify your starting character in big ways. You can still play as the default
adventurer if you'd like, but the new options come with entirely new rules, new equipment, and surprisingly different playstyles.
On top of that, each new Fate has a new, unique sequences of encounters specific to that Fate. It's great stuff, and it adds a ton
of replayability to the game for a very reasonable price.. As far as DLC goes, yeah, it was underwhelming. But, more of the
same of Shantae is never a bad thing. Playing as Risky Boots was still fun enough, even though the move sets are exactly like
The Pirate's Curse, it was still great to play through the game with different abilities as well as finding new collectibles.

My biggest gripe with this DLC is playing through the exact same levels. Yeah, each level is slightly different to suit Risky
Boots and her new move set, but this isn't Shovel Knight and I felt there was a lot of wasted potential.

And it's short. I did a 100% run in less than 3 hours. I know its DLC and all, but it could have stood to be a bit longer.

Despite all these flaws, I still recommend it, as it's still a great platformer, fun and you get more of the same. I will say the $9.99
is a steep asking price, I feel it should be in the $4-$5.99 range for the amount of content you get. Maybe wait for a pice drop,
but if you're a fan of Shantae, give this one a shot.. cosmetic dlc, sdoes what cosmetic dlc should, great game.. Good and short.
Quite engaging and fun. Nothing more to add really.. Game has potential but would not work properly for me, the low altitude
terrain is early 2000s quality. and the game decided to go through the first time startup routine every time I ran it which is rather
annoying.

If they improve the terrain and get more planes available it will be a pretty solid game, but currently its a $35 rough demo.. tl;dr:
A Souls-like without the Souls-iness. Don't bother.

Ps & Cs:
+ Lots of secrets and hidden paths
+ Graphics work fine for the game
+ Story seems interesting
- Very imprecise controls destroys the Souls-iness
- Controls are very bizarre and unintuitive

I really wanted to like this game, but it's so slipshod. The inventory \/ crafting system is extremely poorly implemented. The
game tries to be like Dark Souls, but without the tight controls it really just comes across as cheap. The game supports
controllers, however I was never able to get a spell to work. They're also missing very basic functions like a close button. If you
can find it for < $5, and you're a Souls fanatic, it might be worth your time, however for everyone else I can't recommend it. As
an aside the dev did say he would address the close button which shows he's at least a good dude.. This is not a GAME, this is a
GAYme
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